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Edge Computing…
places enterprise applications
closer to where the data is created, and
where actions need to be taken
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What are the edges?
This is the Edge (Edge Nodes)

Edge Devices

Edge Server/Gateway

Network Edge

Hybrid Cloud Computing

Management Hub

Public Cloud

IT Data Center
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Imagine …

3,000 pieces of
equipment on the
factory floor

An outage in a
production run costs
you $250,000 / hr

You are a Manufacturer

-

Presses

of electric bicycles

-

Assembly
machines

-

Paint Robots

Operating at peak
efficiency and with no
un-planned outages is
the difference between
profit and no profit

-

Conveyers

You want …
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-

Analytic algorithms that monitor how well each
piece of equipment is running, and adjusts the
operating parameters to improve its efficiency

-

Analytic algorithms that detect and predict when
a failure is likely to occur so that you can
schedule maintenance on it between runs
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Imagine …
You are the security department at a Bank

with responsibility for protecting the
equipment and customers in your ATM
vestibules

You need to quickly
identify threats
-

-

Customers that may
be at risk of an attack
ATMs that may be at
risk of break-ins or
vandalism

You have hundreds of ATM
vestibules located across
many cities.

Each is monitored by
camera, but that’s very
resource intensive, and
sometimes attacks occur
before you can activate a
Police response.

You want …
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-

Video analytics that will automatically recognize
individuals of interest, behaviors, and weapons
that might indicate the risk of an attack before it
actually commences.

-

Alerts to your limited security team for those
specific occasions where those threats exist so
they can activate a quick response.
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Imagine …
You manage a Regional Retail Chain

that sells groceries in mid-size
neighborhood strip malls

You leverage an array
of devices to manage
your store
-

POS Terminals

-

Self—service
checkouts

-

Stationary and Robotmounted Video
Cameras

-

Inventory trackers

You have to manage
inventory stocking,
deal with spoilage and
spillage, increase
customer traffic,
improve the shopping
experience, all while
protecting patrons from
injury and inventory
from theft.

You want …
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-

Video analytics that will automatically recognize
stock levels on the shelves, spillage, congestion,
and theft.

-

POS terminals that will lower the checkout time
and simplify self-checkout.

-

Robots that will safely inventory stock, and
facilitate re-stocking.
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Imagine …

140 Hotel Properties
with and average of:

You run a National Hotel Chain

that differentiates on personalized and
convenient service for business travelers

Turn off the lights

Close the blinds

- 250 rooms per property
- 2 nights per stay
- 65% occupancy

4.1 Million unique
experiences

You have installed a
virtual assistant in
every room
•

An alarm clocksized device that
your guests can
speak to

Set A/C to 23
What is the weather
tomorrow?
Wake me up
at 7:30

Play something nice

I need another pillow

I’d like my
shirts pressed
Need a taxi
tomorrow at 9am

Switch channel
to BBC News
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Book me a table
for two at …

You want to use conversational services that your
guests can use to:

-

Control the room and entertainment

-

Plan their schedule

-

Find out about local events and services

-

Make reservations

-

Customize uniquely during their stay
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Imagine …
You are an international Logistics company

with responsibility for your
package delivery division

Optimizing the delivery
route for each vehicle can:
-

lower time, labor, and
fuel costs

-

reduce carbon
emissions

-

decrease traffic
accidents and
congestion

-

improve work conditions

Every delivery vehicle
has GPS, weather
sensors, the delivery
roster, the driver’s
work and personal
schedule, and other
biometric and work
environment input from
on-board and wearable
sensors

You want to use real-time route-planning algorithms
that factor in:
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-

The overall delivery roster

-

Changing traffic and weather conditions

-

The driver’s business and personal work schedule (e.g. Doctor’s
Appointments)

-

Environmental and health conditions (e.g. temperature
exposure, respiratory patterns, rest breaks, etc.)

And collect local meteorological data to feed back to improve
fine-grained weather prediction models
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Imagine …
You connect augmented reality & VR
headsets and must offload compute to the 5G
Network Edge

Offloading compute /
activity to 5G network
edge can:
-

Improve battery life of
AR/VR device

-

Reduce form factor

-

Improve power of
applications and features

-

Improve compute and
features with dynamic
updates

Augmented and Virtual
Reality headsets
require very low
latency between
movement and visual
field – or risk user
nausea or experience
dissatisfaction.

You want to leverage sub 10ms latency to 5G base
stations to :
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-

Image rendering

-

Host applications (e.g. virtualized gaming engine)

-

Deliver AI features (speech and image recognition;
assistants)

AR and VR headsets can be computationally
lightweight, therefore physically light and small on
the head.
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Edge Computing Exposes New Challenges

1
2
3
4
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Scale

15 Billion devices today; by 2022 device
growth is expected to reach 55 Billion

Device
Variance

Billions of devices leads to heterogeneity
in device type, size, protocols etc.

Unmanaged
Data

Countless devices leads to significant
data that needs to be controlled
automatically
Edge devices drive demand for solutions
that drive intelligent responses to data

Actionable
Data
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4 Key Tenets of Edge Computing

Management at
enormous scale
Management of edge workloads
at massive scale with visibility,
control, and automation

• Common management and
orchestration across clusters and
edge
• Policy-based role and compliance
management
• Event & service management

Open source
technologies
Open technology with portability
across private, public, and edge

Data
Protection
Security and compliance
with a focus on data protection

Value add
capabilities
Specialized platform-services
to drive innovation

• Open Kubernetes/container
technology for app delivery

• A focus on policy & privacy for
regulated industries

• Rich catalog of services such as
Watson AI, IVA, IoT, etc.

• Open source middleware for data,
messaging, and caching services

• Signed workloads with runtime
isolation and data encryption

• Function specific infrastructure
access (GPU, FPGA, etc.)

• OpenPOWER, x86 and ARM
hardware

• Compliance supported with
reporting and auditing

• Machine / Deep Learning in the
cloud and at the edge

• Built on Open Horizon project

Thousands of gateways/servers and billions of devices.

Enterprise grade. Open by design.
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Key Capabilities
•
•

Increases the utility of edge devices and
servers

•

– Deployed on a distinct lifecycle
– Policy based deployment
– Multi-tenant isolation at the device

Enabling improvements in
–
–
–
–

business efficiency,
reduced network costs,
operating resiliency, and
customer and employee engagement

•

While avoiding additional administrative staff

•

Ensures the integrity of business operations

•

Responds automatically to dynamic changes
in operating purpose, location, exposure,
priorities

•

Built on Open Source
(https://github.com/open-horizon) to maximize
the utility of the ecosystem
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Machine Learning Model management

•

Automated deployment of containerized
workloads to 1,000s of edge devices
– Controlled through deployment policies and
constraints
– Without human intervention
– Agreements negotiated between device and
exchange
– Continuous monitoring
– Automated shutdown of work and re-negotiation
of agreements in the event of a change in policy
conditions
– Secured and tamper-resistant
– Multi-tenancy and workload isolation at the
device
– Very small footprint (~30MB of memory footprint)
– Support for ARM and x86 CPUs and Linux OS
– Enabling virtually any containerized workloads –
AI, Analytics, Procedural, micro-services
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Key Concepts

•

Workloads are micro-services packaged as Containers – either individual or a grouped
collection

•

Workload is placed on individual nodes as the result of an Agreement that is negotiated
between the device Agent and an Agreement-Bot (AgBot)

•

Negotiations are predicated on a set of expressed conditions: either a Pattern or a Policy

•

The Agent and the AgBot actively monitor that the negotiated agreements remain valid in
the presence of changing conditions
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Placement Policies
e.g.:

•

Placement calculated from an
optimization across declared
(policy-defined)
–
–
–
–

•

•

•

node constraints
service (workload) requirements
network topology, and
organizational operating priorities

Analysis of optimal placement is
evaluated on an on-going basis
against current and changing
conditions
“Properties and constraints” –
any policy-set can express
either types of properties that
must be matched to satisfy the
agreement
Address HA/CA requirements
where needed for certain device
scenarios
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Future

Node Policies (Properties)

Service Policies
(Properties)

Topology Policies
(Properties)

Compute, storage, network
capacity

Compute, storage,
network requirement

Inter-nodal latency

OS

OS

Architecture

Architecture

Geolocation / Geopolitical
position / Environmental /
Geo-fencing

Ownership
Content (Data)
Security / Vulnerability
Privacy
Co-processors
Availability

Form and Function
I/O Capabilities

X

Survivability (with
network disconnects)
Content Dependence
Workload
Dependence
Model / Artifact
Dependence

Organization / System /
Solution Policies
(Properties)
Business Priorities

Protocols

Recovery

Firewalls

Regulations

Severability

X

Temporal
dynamicity
Geolocation/
Geopolitical
Constraints

X

Brand Integrity
SLAs
Contract / obligations
Upgrade policy

Data Egress/Ingress

Entitlement
Authorization
Form and Function
Dependence
I/O Dependence

User / system
authentication and
permissions
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Thank You
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